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Some history

First experiments with solid Hydrogen  - evidence of relaxation 
in para- and ortho-hydrogen [E.P. Krasnoperov group, 1984]
Explanation – a molecular ion H2μ+ formation
1) a “frozen” ion – gives relaxation in para-hydrogen, bad
agreement with experiments,
2) rotational diffusion – incorrect temperature dependence,
3) non-thermalized ion – spin-rotation interaction exists 
in ortho- and para-ions, relaxation induced by interactions 
of vibrations and rotations of the ion with lattice 
(spin-phonon interaction). The ion forms large clusters.

Suggestion of experiments with solid Helium for evidence of 
similar molecular ions He2μ+ and Heμ+. 



Muonium formation and temperature dependence of a relaxation 
rate in liquid Helium (4He) was observed [E.P. Krasnoperov’s
group, 1985] and only diamagnetic component without relaxation 
in solid 4He was observed. If ions He2μ+ or Heμ+ form a relaxation 
mechanism due to spin-rotation interaction similar to that in solid 
Hydrogen must exist. 
Question: do molecular ions form in Helium?
If not – what is the reason? What is the difference from Hydrogen?
Molecular ions He2μ+ and Heμ+ have sufficiently large binding 
energy 1.9 eV and 0.47 eV respectively.
New direction – interaction with track and its role for Muonium
formation. 
Evidence of a strong temperature dependence of a diamagnetic 
component relaxation in solid 3He for T<1 K [E.P.Krasnoperov
et.al., 1994]



Temperature dependence of a 
relaxation rate of a diamagnetic 
component in solid 3He 
[E.P.Krasnoperov et.al., 1996] 
for different specific volume 
(curves 1, 2  and 4) and in pure 
4He (curve 3).

Maximum value is more higher 
and minimum is more smaller
than the second moment for 
inhomogeneous static dipole-
dipole interaction



Temperature dependence of a 
relaxation rate of a diamagnetic 
component in solid 3He 
[E.P.Krasnoperov et.al., 1997] for 
different concentration of 4He.
The value of dipole-dipole 
interaction in the ion He2μ+ Ω is 
of the order of the maximum 
value of a relaxation rate.
Molecular ion He2μ+ or Heμ+ 

must be formed in solid Helium.
First suggestion – the molecular 
ion He2μ+ is “frozen” and spin-
rotation interaction doesn’t exist.
It gives incorrect dependence of a 
relaxation rate on an external 
magnetic field.



Coulomb interactions of ions with the crystal 
lattice

If the molecular ions formed they are not “frozen”. 
Are they thermalized?







Relaxation of rotational states











Relaxation of vibrational states







Removing degeneration on M 





Conclusions I



Spin-hamiltonian of thermalized ion He2μ+







Depolarization rate









Conclusions II













Good by, ZOO!

Thank you for 
the attention
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